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The Philadelphia-born author describes how he
returned to live near the West Virginia birthplace of
his father--a difficult, disappointed, and defeated
man who had left his home in the mountains in the
wake of a family scandal--and discovered a world of
great beauty whose inhabitants, despite hardship
and exploitation, remain true to a traditional way of
life. Reprint. 12,500 first printing.
Ilse Crawford is always breaking new ground in her
study of the individual's search for the perfect home.
Continuing the theme of 'one eye sees, the other
feels' from her previous book, Sensual Home, this
book moves beyond to an investigation of our basic
human drives for survival, safety, love, respect and
self-fulfillment.
Ashling O’Rourke has always seen love through the
prism of her vintage romance novel collection. The
dukes, the duchesses, and the corsets and carriages
help her to experience different kinds of love. She’s
content living a sheltered life in a small village and
even gets a job working for the Rosebrook Village
Trust. Ash’s newly exciting life is only marred by the
arrogant Archie, who thinks she’s the office tea girl.
Steff “Archie” Archer is a Townie who never likes to
be more than a mile away from a coffee, sushi, or
juice bar. Despite being an avid environmentalist and
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wants to live there. She’s lived the country life
before and vowed never to return. When
unsentimental Archie falls for the hopeless romantic
Ashling, Archie needs to learn how to make her
sweetheart swoon, but will she be able to settle in
the village and make her home where her heart is? A
Rosebrook Romance
&nbspCall Home the Heart (1932) is the story of
Ishma Waycaster, a poor woman who, pregnant for
the third time and discouraged by the endless
struggle of rural life in the Great Smoky Mountains,
flees to a mill town, where she becomes involved in
union organizing and a bloody strike (modeled on
the Gastonia strike of 1929). Burke (1869-1968)
provides a remarkably honest portrayal of the
conflicts between Ishma's sexual and emotional
needs and her intellectual and political loyalties, and
of the racial issues raised by the strike.
A Novel
Thoughts and Techniques to Enhance Your Life
A Novel of the Thirties
Education in the Heart of the Home
11 Ideas to Balance Your Life

Astrid Bjorklund tries to stop the horrific epidemic
that is ravaging the Red Bud Indian Reservation in
South Dakota, but when the man she loves cannot
accept her calling to become a doctor, she faces a
difficult choice.
Meet the loveable and rambunctious puppy, Bo
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Davis, in this first book of the Good Dog series!
When Bo loses something important, his search
takes him all over the farm. Springtime has arrived at
the Davis Family Farm! Spring showers lead to
muddy hijinks for a young pup named Bo. But when
Bo loses his dog tag, he gets serious and enlists all
of his barnyard pals to help him find it. From horse
stalls to chicken coops to grazing fields and beyond,
Bo’s adventure takes him all over the farm,
introducing a cast of friends and frenemies. With
easy-to-read language and illustrations on almost
every page, the Good Dog chapter books are perfect
for beginning readers.
Ten years ago, Violet Collingsworth left the town
founded by her family, eager to escape a
domineering grandmother and a past filled with hurt.
Finally able to pursue her own dreams, Violet has
spent the last decade traveling and enjoying
adventures in the outdoors she loves so much. But
now her grandmother's death has brought her back
to Collingsworth and to the conflicted familial
relationships of her past. Settling down anywhere, let
alone Collingsworth, was not part of her agenda, but
a run-in with the town sheriff has her reconsidering.
Sheriff Dean Marconett has heard plenty about the
Collingsworth sister who loved to travel, but he never
imagined he'd be so drawn to her when they finally
met. Hoping to win her heart, he keeps secret the
one thing that might scare her away. Will he be able
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to convince Violet to consider settling down in the
town she fled from so long ago before his secret is
revealed? Or will her adventuresome spirit and the
hurts and fears of her past, along with his secret,
drive her away from a chance at love?
Presents a collection of mouthwatering traditional
and nontraditional Christmas dishes, including
spiced cider, cranberry chicken, ginger squash, and
steamed Christmas pudding
The Last Grand Duchess
Design Basics for Your Soul and Living Space
Home Is Where Your Heart Is
At Home in the Heart of Appalachia
Home with a Heart

Talk about unlucky sevens. An hour ago, seventeen-yearold, seven months pregnant Novalee Nation was
heading for California with her boyfriend. Now she finds
herself stranded at a Wal-Mart in Sequoyah, Oklahoma,
with just $7.77 in change. But Novalee is about to
discover hidden treasures in this small Southwest
town--a group of down-to-earth, deeply caring people
willing to help a homeless, jobless girl living secretly in a
Wal-Mart. From Bible-thumping blue-haired Sister
Thelma Husband to eccentric librarian Forney Hull who
loves Novalee more than she loves herself, they are
about to take her--and you, too--on a moving, funny, and
unforgettable journey to . . . Where the Heart Is.
Hannah, feisty and independent as ever, has put
everything into building up her family’s homestead in
North Dakota. Despite tragedy and almost unimaginable
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hardship due to the Great Depression, unpredictable

weather, and unforgiving landscape, she and her new
husband Jerry are leading their Amish friends and family
in their homesteading venture. When the winter storms
and the untimely death of a child become too much for
the rest of the community to bear, they move back east.
But Hannah and Jerry stay on, doggedly pursuing
Hannah’s dreams of a successful ranch. But even Jerry’s
spirits begin to fail and when a flag of grasshoppers
destroys every last morsel of vegetation after yet another
drought, Hannah finally relents and they too return to the
fertile soil of Pennsylvania, where life will be safe and
predictable. Or so they think, but when tragedy strikes
again, Hannah is suddenly a widow, in a place that no
longer feels like home and with family who cannot grasp
the depth of the losses she has experienced. Hannah
grapples with her faith, struggling to understand who she
is and where she belongs. Always before, a flash of
anger or defiance had fueled her strong will in the face of
adversity and allowed her to push on toward her goals.
But what did she have left to fight for now? Slowly,
painfully, her heart begins to change. As she begins to
reclaim her faith and her strong sense of self, she also
starts to notice a handsome, burly man who is unlike
anyone she’s known before. Is it possible she could find
love again in Lancaster? What will it take for her to feel
like she’s home, like she finally belongs somewhere?
When Kathleen Hirsch first moved to Jamaica Plain, an
unassuming neighborhood in Boston, she was looking
for a place to belong, to set down roots. Was it possible,
she wondered, to find community in a contemporary city?
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A Home in the Heart of a City is Hirsch's exuberant and

hopeful response. We follow her as she meets
extraordinary individuals, including the protector of a
local park, an urban gardener, and a corporate lawyer
turned community advocate. They become her guides,
showing that tiring well in community is as much about
the personal choices we make to work, pray, and
associate in certain ways as it is about the grassroots
institutions we build to foster community life.
Two classic tales of finding love and home in the most
unexpected places! LOVING JACK Romance author
Jackie "Jack" MacNamara is thrilled when her own
fictional brooding hero turns up in person right under her
roof! Unfortunately, confirmed bachelor Nathan Powell
has no interest in fairy-tale romances. But Jackie is
certain that together they can have their happily-everafter--now all she has to do is convince her stubborn
Prince Charming! BEST LAID PLANS Abra Wilson had
met men like Cody Johnson before--charmers who could
make a woman's heart rise and fall, and who smile their
way out of any situation. The overconfident East Coast
architect fits the bill perfectly, and Abra has no plans to
fall under his spell...no matter how distracting he might
be. Fortunately, Cody has plans of his own that not even
Abra will be able to resist! Previously Published. #1 NEW
YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
Promises of Renewal, Hope, and Change for
Overwhelmed Moms
Home is Where the Heart is
My Heart--Christ's Home
Coming Home to the Heart
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Encouragement for Families
Abby Hayes and her siblings are against
moving, but her siblings change their
mind after they see their new swimming
pool.
A "beautifully rendered" novel about
war, migration, and the power of
telling our stories, Peach Blossom
Spring follows three generations of a
Chinese family on their search for a
place to call home (Georgia Hunter, New
York Times bestselling author). "Within
every misfortune there is a blessing
and within every blessing, the seeds of
misfortune, and so it goes, until the
end of time." It is 1938 in China and,
as a young wife, Meilin’s future is
bright. But with the Japanese army
approaching, Meilin and her four year
old son, Renshu, are forced to flee
their home. Relying on little but their
wits and a beautifully illustrated hand
scroll, filled with ancient fables that
offer solace and wisdom, they must
travel through a ravaged country,
seeking refuge. Years later, Renshu has
settled in America as Henry Dao. Though
his daughter is desperate to understand
her heritage, he refuses to talk about
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How3 can he keep his
family safe in this new land when the
weight of his history threatens to drag
them down? Yet how can Lily learn who
she is if she can never know her
family’s story? Spanning continents and
generations, Peach Blossom Spring is a
bold and moving look at the history of
modern China, told through the story of
one family. It’s about the power of our
past, the hope for a better future, and
the haunting question: What would it
mean to finally be home? A BOOK OF THE
MONTH CLUB PICK "Left me pondering how
the stories we choose to pass down have
the power not only to define us, but to
buoy us.” —Georgia Hunter, author of We
Were the Lucky Ones "I absolutely
adored this novel . . . During moments
of deep sadness and loss, there is also
beauty.” —Christy Lefteri, author of
The Beekeeper of Aleppo "Inspired by
her father’s real-life experiences,
Melissa Fu has gifted us with a timely,
moving, and universal novel.”―Nguyễn
Phan Quế Mai, author of The Mountains
Sing “Expansive, atmospheric, and
affecting. Peach Blossom Spring shows
just how much the human heart can
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hold.” —Susie
Yang,
An entertaining compilation of
commentaries dealing with dozens of
family-related topics, such as
adolescence, money, marriage, and much
more.
More than ten million readers have
enjoyed Robert Boyd Munger's
spiritually challenging meditation on
Christian discipleship. Imagining what
it would be like to have Jesus come to
the home of our hearts, Munger moves
room by room considering what Christ
desires for us. In the living room we
prepare to meet Christ daily. In the
dining room we examine together what
appetites should and should not control
us. We even explore the closets in our
lives that Christ can help us clean
out. Munger's practical and profound
booklet (now revised and expanded)
helps you give Christ control over all
of your life.
Open Your Heart by Decluttering Your
Home
Transforming Trauma Into Infinite
Possibilities for Healing
Hands-On How-to's for the Home and
Heart
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Love
Real Learning
Motherhood can be a confusing time of turbulence for
women losing the fight for contented peace in Christ. With
our mouths we bless the Lord, but with our hearts we curse
the tantrums, rebellions, and arguments with our children.
This inner turmoil and bitterness can leave us feeling guilty,
isolated, depressed and hopelessly overwhelmed. As we
frantically grasp for some semblance of control, we clean
and scrub, yell and wail, cry and fight, wondering how our
once joyful hearts ended up so battered. Before we know it,
the struggle to keep our homes sparkly clean and children
well-behaved begins to reveal a darker battle waging within
usa redeemed heart still refusing surrender. Can the good
news of the Jesus Christ hold us together when were sorely
split at the seams? Can the Holy Spirit restore the joy of our
salvation when all we feel is the agony of defeat? And will
we ever experience the happy hopefulness of a clean heart
as we cry out for Gods transforming grace? Join author
Christine Chappell as she weaves gospel truths with real life
stories of motherhood in the trenches. Through honest
storytelling and grace-centered theology, overwhelmed
moms are given the encouragement they need to thrust
towards the Word of God for hope, strength, and lasting
heart change.
We all need a place to return to every day, where we can be
ourselves. However, modern pressures often get in the way
of having a home that serves as a stable haven for all who
live there. Angela Neustatter investigates the ways in which
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people use their home as the key to happiness in different
personal circumstances.
A baby rabbit and its parent share a glorious sunny day
together in a meadow, finding love everywhere.
A collection of the author's paintings of country cottages
and Victorian homes, with quotes and proverbs about the
meaning of home
Heart and Home
Address Book
The Heart of the Home
Peach Blossom Spring
Breathing Room
Cleaning out your cupboards isn’t just about a tidier kitchen.
Find peace, repair your past, and live a more fulfilled life with
this uplifting guide to the spiritual practice of decluttering.
Bless your clutter. Yes, you heard right: Bless it. Bless
everything in your life that is superfluous, broken,
burdensome, and overwhelming—because it is all here to
teach you an important lesson, perhaps the most important
lesson there is: what really matters. Everyone’s lives could
use some serious decluttering. But decluttering isn’t just
about sorting junk into piles and tossing things in the trash.
Decluttering can inform us of our burdens, help us to
understand our attachments, and aid us in identifying what is
truly valuable in our lives. Written by a medical doctor and a
spiritual intuitive, with case studies of people just like you,
Breathing Room takes you on an enlightening room-by-room
tour where each room in your home corresponds to a
“room” in your heart, and where decluttering will not just
make space but improve the spirit. So, if it’s weighing you
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down, if it’s become an obstacle, if it’s making it near
impossible for you to find the things you really love—it’s
time for you to let it go and find a little breathing room.
In this courageous and deeply inspiring memoir, Richa
Badami shares how she overcame the psychic damage inflicted
on her for years in the form of sexual abuse that began when
she was only a child. Because of cultural taboos that denied her
treatment for her trauma, Badami mustered formidable inner
resources to engineer her own healing. Through sheer
determination, painful step by painful step, she rediscovered
her capacity for joy, love, and, most important, an ability to
forgive. Coming Home to the Heart traces her path to
recovery and a wholesome, fulfilling life, and teaches readers
how they can utilize similar transformative tools to help find
their own way back to peace.
Tova Younger presents the ultimate book for any Jewish home
containing over three hundred pages of useful and practical
information, advice, handy tips, and recipes. See why famous
authors and lecturers such as Rebbetzins Tzipporah Hellor
and Yehudis Samet give this book rave reiews! If you are
looking for the perfect gift, this is the book to give! It is sure to
be a mainstay for any Jewish household, from brides to
bubbys.
A pitch perfect picture book with breathtakingly beautiful,
textured illustrations and a heartwarming story from authorillustrator, Jonny Lambert. When Bear moves into a new
home in the woods, his home feels empty, and Bear is a little
bit lonely. With a RAT-A-TAT-TAT! on his neighbour's
door, Bear quickly finds a warm smile and friendship with
Hare. When a storm CRASHES through the wood, destroying
Bear's home, the two friends discover that home is more than
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just a house . . . it's where the heart is. Exploring the true
meaning of belonging, this is the perfect introduction into the
joys and complexities of friendship. Another story to treasure
for fans of Jonny Lambert's other books, Little Why, The
Great Aaa-Ooo, The Only Lonely Pandaand The Big Angry
Roar.
A Christian Romance
Heart & Home
Clean Home, Messy Heart
Where the Heart Is
Christmas from the Heart of the Home

1945. Finally, peace has been declared.
Cathie hardly dares believe that Alex,
the fiancé she has not seen for nearly
two years, is coming home. And,
finally, life can begin again for
Cathie and the orphaned baby in her
care.
The Civil War is finally over, and it
has been more than two years since
Corrie Belle Hollister left her home
and family in Miracle Springs,
California, to travel across the
country at President Lincoln's
invitation. Her writing skills and
reporting experience have made their
own contribution to the Union's
success, and now she is on her way home
. . . back to the community where she
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grew to maturity,
to the
she loves. But Corrie is returning a
different young woman than the one who
left with her journal tucked into her
suitcase and the dream of being a
writer tucked into her heart. She feels
restless as she tries to settle back
into the pace of a small town, and the
latest letter from Christopher only
creates more questions. Perhaps the
most relentless among them: Where will
she find a home for her heart?
“Powerful and haunting . . . an
intimate and unforgettable tale that
transports the reader to the heart of
Imperial Russia.” —Chanel Cleeton, New
York Times bestselling author of The
Most Beautiful Girl in Cuba This
sweeping novel takes readers behind
palace walls to see the end of Imperial
Russia through the eyes of Olga
Nikolaevna Romanov, the first daughter
of the last tsar Grand Duchess Olga
Romanov comes of age amid a shifting
tide for the great dynasties of Europe.
But even as unrest simmers in the
capital, Olga is content to live within
the confines of the sheltered life her
parents have built for her and her
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account of their mother’s ill health,
their brother Alexei’s secret
affliction, and rising controversy over
Father Grigori Rasputin, the priest on
whom the tsarina has come to rely.
Olga’s only escape from the seclusion
of Alexander Palace comes from the
grand tea parties her aunt hosts amid
the shadow court of Saint Petersburg—a
world of opulent ballrooms, scandalous
flirtation, and whispered conversation.
But as war approaches, the palaces of
Russia are transformed. Olga and her
sisters trade their gowns for nursing
habits, assisting in surgeries and
tending to the wounded bodies and minds
of Russia’s military officers. As
troubling rumors about her parents
trickle in from the front, Olga dares
to hope that a budding romance might
survive whatever the future may hold.
But when tensions run high and supplies
run low, the controversy over Rasputin
grows into fiery protest, and calls for
revolution threaten to end three
hundred years of Romanov rule. At turns
glittering and harrowing, The Last
Grand Duchess is a story about dynasty,
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all, it’s the
story of a family who would choose
devotion to each other over
everything—including their lives.
Discover all the wonderful things that
make a house a home in this heartwarming tale. From fun in the garden,
to snuggles on the sofa, this story
explores those cherished moments that
families share in their home.
A Home in the Heart of a City
Peace in the Heart and Home
Home Is Where My Heart Lives
Call Home the Heart
Home is Where the Heart Is

Home is Where the Heart Is... The final book in the
Cloverleah Pack series. All Cloverleah Pack Enforcer Wesley
(Wes) wanted the night he went out, was to have a few
drinks, maybe find some company, and try and forget his
worries and insecurities for few hours. The drinks flowed
and he found the company; a gorgeous man with a
mysterious scent, who seemed to completely understand the
anger, shame, and jealousy Wes was hiding from his pack
mates. Unfortunately, Wesley didn't understand how badly
he'd been conned until he woke up the next morning alone
in a cave. Fast forward months later and Wes discovered the
wards that had held him captive from day one had suddenly
disappeared. Not one to dither when a chance to escape
presented itself, Wesley set off, sometimes on two feet and
sometimes on four... looking for a way out of a barren realm
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being a demon from a large family. The Underworld was
good to him; he had a job, a house, and he didn't lack for
company. Unfortunately, his carefree attitude tended to get
him into trouble at times and when his brother Myka insisted
on him paying back a "favor" he'd incurred through a badly
placed bet, Cass had no choice but to agree. It sounded
simple enough. Meet with the snobby and reclusive members
of the Cloverleah Pack, find out about a missing wolf, and
then search for that wolf in the Underworld. Cass figured he
could be home in time for his mama's Sunday dinner.
Finding Wes wasn't the problem, but Wesley had stumbled
onto a situation of his own he couldn't leave. What was
worse, was when Cass was forced to tell Wesley about why no
one from his pack had been looking for him before, Wes
knew he had no way of ever going back to the life he had.
The fact that Cass and Wesley were fated mates was hard to
celebrate as Wes tried to cope with the loss of his pack status
and the implications of his current situation. Meanwhile, the
men from Cloverleah were coming to terms with some home
truths of their own. The thought of having to see Wesley
again, and actually apologize for thinking he'd sunk so low
as to try and destroy a mating, was too hard for some pack
members to face. This in turn causes issues between those
who struggled and those who believed in the bonds of a pack.
Serious soul searching was needed if the men were ever
going to understand that the only powers worth trusting were
unconditional love and acceptance. This book is not a
standalone. It is the fifteenth and final book in the series
(Thirteen full novels and two compilations of short stories).
It is recommended that you have read at least the last three
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books before
reading
this one.The
Cloverleah Pack
SeriesBook 1 - The Reluctant Wolf - Kane and ShawnBook 2
- The Runaway Cat - Griff and DiabloBook 3 - When No
Doesn't Cut It - Damien and ScottBook 3.5 - Never Go Back
- Scott and Damien's Trip and a free story about Malacai
and ElijahBook 4 - Calming the Enforcer - Troy and
AntonBook 5 - Getting Close to the Omega - Dean and
MatthewBook 6 - Fae for All - Jax, Aelfric and Fafnir
(M/M/M)Book 7 - Watching Out for Fangs -Josh and Vadim
Book 8 - Tangling with Bears - Tobias, Luke and Kurt
(M/M/M)Book 9 - Angel in Black Leather - Adair and
Vassago Book 9.5 - Scenes from Cloverleah - four short
stories featuring the men we've come to love Book 10 - On
the Brink - Teilo, Raff and Nereus (M/M/M) Book 11 - Don't
Tempt Fate - Marius and Cathair Book 12 - My Treasure to
Keep - Thomas and Ivan
Can Archie make the countryside her home and give Ash the
fairytale romance she desires? Or will the countryside and
small village life all be too much for her?
Innovative tastemakers from the worlds of interior design,
architecture, fashion, and art open their doors to show us
how to fill our homes with personal flair. Heart and Home:
Rooms That Tell Stories offers a panorama of the varieties of
forward-looking interior design today—from an eclectic, bookfilled New York loft in a 1920s factory building to an updated
and art-filled "Old Hollywood" estate in Beverly Hills to a
supremely serene haveli in Udaipur, India, and more—but all
imbued with character, originality, and personal meaning for
their creative and visionary inhabitants, providing
inspiration to us all. Author Linda O'Keeffe gives an
intimate tour of the domiciles of some of the most celebrated
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3 worlds of interior design,
and innovative
figures
in the
architecture, fashion, and art. Here, home is defined as an
emotionally arresting space that nurtures and inspires
creative forces such as interior designer Kelly Wearstler;
architects Calvin Tsao and Zack McKown; fashion designer
Wolfgang Joop; John Jay, creative director of Wieden +
Kennedy; antiques dealer Ray Azoulay; glassware designer
Deborah Ehrlich and wood sculptor Christopher Kurtz;
architect and interior designer Lee Ledbetter; and furniture
and interior designers Gene Meyer and Frank de Biasi,
among others.
Mary Engelbreit, the "Queen of Everything, " has now
become the queen of stationery items with this newly
formatted address book. Inside you'll find tabs from A to Z
for alphabetizing all your important addresses and you will
see Mary's art used in a new, unique way!
A Home for the Heart
A Novel of Olga Romanov, Imperial Russia, and Revolution
Rooms That Tell Stories
A tale of family love
Home is where the Heart is
Jessica Niles is twenty-three, the mother of a fiveyear-old, and running for her life. Kaedon Ballard is
thirty and has never quite been able to put the pieces
of his shattered heart back together. He's not been
interested in another relationship until a young
single mother and her son wind up in Warm Springs.
His brother, Rylor, befriended Jessica and her son
Zane six months ago. Kaedon sees the special bond
Rylor has with Jessica but isn't convinced it's merely
platonic. Add drugs, human trafficking, and an exgirlfriend and Warm Springs is the center of more
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than one family
Will Jessica be able to rise
above her past and show faith and trust in the
Ballard family? Will she finally find a place to call
home - a place to build a family? Or will Kaedon keep
pushing people away? Follow along as Jessica and
Kaedon learn to trust, not only themselves, but each
other and God.
This manual on life and relationships provides clear
and in-depth explanations and solutions for the
problems that overwhelm the average person, couple
and family. It offers abundant and explicit
professional advice and a wide array of effective
skills, resources and methods for managing
emotions, healing psychological trauma, building selfawareness and fostering effective, fulfilling
relationships. A multitude of memorable anecdotes,
metaphors and quotations bring the material to life.
Original.
Heart and Home is a short devotional book with daily
devotions for 90 days. The devotionals seek to draw
clear connection between the basics of interior
design and scripture that encourages spiritual
growth within our hearts. The devotionals inspire
women to have a captivating heart and home.
Included in each devotional is an applicable design
tip and photographs. Example devotional topics
include unity and harmony, negative space, flow,
focal point, and balance. This devotional includes
four-color photographs of home interiors throughout
the book.
A Home for the Heart (The Journals of Corrie Belle
Hollister Book #8)
Home Is Where the Heart Is
A Heart for Home
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